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Tool used to collect data: 
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BRAND NetBase is the social analytics platform that global 

companies use to run brands, build businesses, and 

connect with consumers every second. Its platform 

processes millions of social media posts daily for 

actionable business insights for marketing, research, 

customer service, sales, PR and product innovation.

NetBase is recognized by analysts and customers as 

the leader in Social Analytics. It was also named by 

Forrester as an Enterprise Leader.

＊ The brief introduction is from the offical website of NetBase

http://www.netbase.com/natural-language-processing-nlp/sentiment-analysis/
http://www.netbase.com/


Build a topic to capture tweets mentioning Apple 
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Create the Boolean Query with keywords Define the Time Range and Channel

● Netbase provide direct access to social posts / tweets. 

● To capture conversation, a topic is created. A topic contains: a boolean query with keywords; the date range of the conversation; the social channel; the 

spamming accounts and tweets need to be excluded.   

● After the topic is created, NetBase will pull the public social media posts which match all the conditions.  

Exclude some spamming posts and authors

＊ The brief introduction is from the offical website of NetBase

http://www.netbase.com/


Clean the topic and pull a random sample of 1,000 tweets
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● NetBase utilizes natural language processing (NLP) to track and analyze 

sentiment, passion, behavior and more around the topic keywords. 

○ It assigns each tweet a score, which shows whether it is positive, 

negative or neutral. 

● By using the “analyze” function, we can keep adding more filters to clean up 

the social media conversation. In this case, I removed the retweets, the 

autoshare from Instagram and YouTube and look at only original tweets. 

● How to create a dataset for further analysis: 

○ Go to the Stream section → change the way of ranking to 

“random” → click ⏬ button → change Number of Sound Bites to 

“1000” → click “Export” → save the csv file in the laptop. 

Clean the top with filters Select and download a random sample of 1,000 tweets



Pre-processing data for analysis
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● Datasource: The dataset was pulled by NetBase from 

the Apple topic two years ago. I was doing an analysis 

about the changing trend of Apple conversation. 

● Dataset format: The dataset was saved in a csv file, 

which contains 1,000 randomly selected tweets and a 

Sentiment Score which shows the tweets sentiment 

toward primary terms  (Apple brand and products). 

● Sentiment Score is in the range of  -2 to 2: 

○ Score > 0: the tweet has 'positive sentiment'

○ Score < 0: the tweet has 'negative sentiment'

○ Score = 0: the tweet has 'neutral sentiment'

● Analytics Tool: I’m using R as my analysis tool and plan 

to analyze the frequency distribution as well as 

sentiments. 



Tokenize the data and build corpus for frequency distribution  
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● As we all know, Twitter data contains a lot of 

elements other than plain text. 

● These elements, such as @, # and other 

punctuations, won’t contribute to the sentiment 

analysis. Therefore, before analyzing the tweets, 

we need to remove them. 

● Stopwords is also causing a lot of problems, 

especially in frequency distribution analysis. 

● By using the tm package, I remove both the 

punctuations and stopwords. The tm_map() 

function is predefined transformations 

(mappings).

> #Create corpus

> corpus = Corpus(VectorSource(tweets$Tweet))

> #Convert to lower-case

> corpus = tm_map(corpus, tolower)

> corpus = tm_map(corpus, PlainTextDocument)

> #Remove punctuation

> corpus = tm_map(corpus, removePunctuation)

> #Remove stopwords and apple

> corpus = tm_map(corpus, 

removeWords,c("apple",”promo”,"promoipodplayerprom","ipodplay

erpromo",stopwords("english")))



Load up positive and negative sentences and format
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● The tweets have been marked with a 

sentiment score showing their sentiments. I 

first need to create new variables to show 

whether they are positive, neutral or 

negative. 

● Secondly, I create two sub datasets for 

positive and negative tweet separately.  

● Since the tweets are already splitted into 

individual lines, it’s unnecessary to use 

str_split() to split them. 

> tweets$Sentiment[(tweets$SentimentScore < 0)] = "Negative"

> tweets$Sentiment[(tweets$SentimentScore == 0)] = "Neutral"

> tweets$Sentiment[(tweets$SentimentScore > 0)] = "Positive"

> posTweet <- subset(tweets, Sentiment == "Positive")

> posTweet <-posTweet$Tweet

> negTweet <- subset(tweets, Sentiment == "Negative")

> negTweet <-negTweet$Tweet



Analyze Content 
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Check the frequency distribution 

● Word cloud is a good way to show how many times a word is used in the conversation. 

● The word cloud above indicates that iPhone is the most popular product mentioned by consumers on Twitter, followed by ipad.

● iTunes is another term which is driving a lot of conversation.  
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WordCloud Most frequently used terms in Apple’s Tweet Conversation



Check the sentiment breakdown 
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● In this random sample, more than 70% of the tweets are with sentiment, which indicates that Apple consumers are very likely 

to share their emotional feelings about Apple products and service on Twitter. 

● The comparison cloud suggests that “new” drives the most positive mentions, while “freak” is the most commonly used word 

in negative tweets. 



Train Algorithm
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Create word polarity list 
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● Referring to Andy Bromberg’s blog post, I 

found the AFINN word list, which has 2477 

words and phrases rated in a scale from -5 

[very negative] to +5 [very positive]. 

● Andy Bromberg reclassified the AFINN words 

into four categories (3):

○ Very Negative (rating -5 or -4)

○ Negative (rating -3, -2, or -1)

○ Positive (rating 1, 2, or 3)

○ Very Positive (rating 4 or 5)

● I applied his classifying way, and also added 

in a few more words specific to Apple and 

iPhone (from NetBase and here) to round 

out my wordlist. 

● Andy Bromberg chose to ignore neutral 

words. I agree with him. In my daily, we also 

focus more on the tweets with sentiments.

● The number of words in each tweet that fit 

one of those four categories: 

sentence | #vNeg | #neg | #pos | #vPos | 

sentiment

Load up word polarity list and format it

categorize words and add some  additional words

> afinn_list <- read.delim(file='AFINN-111.txt', header=FALSE, stringsAsFactors=FALSE)
> names(afinn_list) <- c('word', 'score')
> afinn_list$word <- tolower(afinn_list$word)

> vNegTerms <- afinn_list$word[afinn_list$score==-5 | afinn_list$score==-4]

> negTerms <- c(afinn_list$word[afinn_list$score==-3 | afinn_list$score==-2 | 

afinn_list$score==-1], "second-rate", "third-rate", "boring", "disgusting", "senseless",  

"confused", "disappointing", "not surprising", "silly", "tired", "predictable", "stupid", 

"uninteresting", "trite",  "outdated", "dreadful", "bland","break","leak","died-battery","not 

work","stop 

working","short","risky","unsafe","problem","messup","hacked","struggle","unremarkable","un

amazing","overrated","unnecessary","unremarkable","pointless","unnecessary","groupies")

> posTerms <- c(afinn_list$word[afinn_list$score==3 | afinn_list$score==2 | 

afinn_list$score==1], "first-rate", "insightful", "clever", "charming",  "enjoyable", "absorbing", 

"sensitive", "powerful", "pleasant", "surprising","high-quality","long battery life","working"," 

safer" 

,"easier","cool","effective","fast","trendy","durable","clever","deluxe","testament","light","spe

edier","excited","sleek")

> vPosTerms <- c(afinn_list$word[afinn_list$score==5 | afinn_list$score==4], "uproarious", 

"riveting", "fascinating", "dazzling", "legendary","best","highest quality","revolutionary")

http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdb/views/publication_details.php
https://ourtorontolife.com/2012/09/21/i-asked-100-people-to-describe-the-iphone-5-in-one-word/


Create the function to calculate number of words

● Before we proceed with sentiment 

analysis, a function needs to be 

defined that will calculate the 

sentiment score.

● I used Veera Raghava Reddy’s and 

Andy Bromberg’s blog posts as 

reference in creating the code. 

● The code on the right showcases 

how sentiment analysis is written 

and executed. The code will assign 

each posts a score. 
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http://www.evoketechnologies.com/blog/sentiment-analysis-r-language/
http://andybromberg.com/sentiment-analysis/


Build tables of positive and negative sentences with scores
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● The code on the left shows how 

each tweet gets their new 

sentiment score, after analyzed by 

AFINN word list.  

● The new positive and negative 

results are stored in a new dataset 

called “results.”

● By using the str() function, we can 

see what and how many variables 

entries are there in the new 

dataset. 

Build tables of positive and negative sentences with scores

Combine the positive and negative tables and check the display 

> posResult <- as.data.frame(sentimentScore(posTweet, vNegTerms, negTerms, posTerms, 

vPosTerms))

> negResult <- as.data.frame(sentimentScore(negTweet, vNegTerms, negTerms, posTerms, 

vPosTerms))

> posResult <- cbind(posResult, 'positive')

> colnames(posResult) <- c('sentence', 'vNeg', 'neg', 'pos', 'vPos', 'sentiment')

> negResult <- cbind(negResult, 'negative')

> colnames(negResult) <- c('sentence', 'vNeg', 'neg', 'pos', 'vPos', 'sentiment')

> results <- rbind(posResult, negResult)



Re-classify

04
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Re-classify with Naive Bayes algorithm

● Andy implemented an algorithm called the Naive Bayes classifier to do his sentiment analysis. I followed his method. 

○ I used the naiveBayes classifier from the e1071 package to attempt to classify the sentences as positive or negative.

● The Naive Bayers algorithm looks at how the number of words in each of the four categories relates to whether the sentence is positive 

or negative. It then tries to guess whether a sentence is positive or negative by examining how many words it has in each category and 

relating this to the probabilities of those numbers appearing in positive and negative sentences.

● I also generated a confusion matrix to visualize the results of a classification algorithm. It shows the classifier’s accuracy in this dataset 

is 69.5%.

● False negative makes up about 85.7% of the tweets which are marked incorrectly. 
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> classifier <- naiveBayes(results[,2:5], results[,6])

> confTable <- table(predict(classifier, results), results[,6], 

dnn=list('predicted','actual'))

> confTable



Binomial test for confidence interval of results
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● The last step in Andy’s post is running a 

binomial test to assess a confidence 

interval for his results. 

● The code to run the test is on the left 

side. 

● By following his step, I found that, 

within a 95% confidence interval, the 

population mean of the percent my 

program would get correct would be 

between 66.3% and 72.6%.

  

   > binom.test(confTable[1,1] + confTable[2,2], nrow(results), p=0.5)



Try Another Dictionary
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Create word polarity list using Bing  
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● Andy used AFINN word list in his 

analysis and I also followed his step. 

However, this lexicon is not the only 

option. 

● From a post on TidyTextMining.com, I 

found another lexicon with 6,788 

words, called Bing, from Bing Liu and 

collaborators. 

● The word list contains two different 

txt files, one for positive words and 

other for negative words. 

● Since it has a larger size of vocabulary 

and is very easy to format, I applied 

the Bing list to test whether would 

work better than AFINN. 

● As before, a few Apple-specific words 

are added to the list. 

Load up word polarity list and format it

> posBing <- posBing$V1

> posBing <- unlist(lapply(posBing, function(x) { str_split(x, "\n") }))

> negTerms <- c(negBing, "second-rate", "third-rate", "boring", "disgusting", "senseless",  

"confused", "disappointing", "not surprising", "silly", "tired", "predictable", "stupid", 

"uninteresting", "trite",  "outdated", "dreadful", "bland","break","leak","died-battery","not 

work","stop 

working","short","risky","unsafe","problem","messup","hacked","struggle","unremarkable","

unamazing","overrated","unnecessary","unremarkable","pointless","unnecessary","groupies")

> posTerms <- c(posBing, "second-rate", "third-rate", "boring", "disgusting", "senseless",  

"confused", "disappointing", "not surprising", "silly", "tired", "predictable", "stupid", 

"uninteresting", "trite",  "outdated", "dreadful", "bland","break","leak","died-battery","not 

work","stop 

working","short","risky","unsafe","problem","messup","hacked","struggle","unremarkable","

unamazing","overrated","unnecessary","unremarkable","pointless","unnecessary","groupies")

https://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
https://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html


Create the function to calculate words with sentiments

● Since the Bing set only provides 

two levels of sentiments: positive 

and negative, the code to create 

function calculate number of 

words in each category within a 

sentence was also been adjusted. 

● I removed the levels of very 

positive and very negative and 

made the score from 0 to 3 instead 

of 0 to 5. 
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Run the Naive Bayes algorithm using both two categories
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● A confusion matrix can help 

visualize the results of a 

classification algorithm.

● The number of false negative 

posts is reduced, but the false 

positive rate increased. 

● Within a 95% confidence 

interval, the population mean of 

the percent my program would 

get correct would be between 

69.6% and 75.7%, which is 

slightly higher than using AFINN 

lexicon. 
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Conclusion 
● As a social media analyst, my daily job is using social listening tools, mainly NetBase, to collect and analyze social media data. 

However, this is the first time I tried to create a tool by my own. 

● Following Andy and some other experts’ posts, my algorithm reached an accurate around 70%. It performed slightly better 

than in Andy’s movie review dataset, probably due to the simpler sentence structures and shorter sentence of tweets.  

● I tried two different lexicons. Bing is much larger than AFINN, however, it only improved the accuracy by approximately 4%. 

● A large number of positive tweets (27%) are marked as negative by using this algorithm with AFINN word list. By using both 

lexicons, the false negative rate is always higher than false positive rate. 

● The accuracy shows the limit of the Naive algorithm:

○ It analyzes tweets by words, rather than sentences.

○ In the tool NetBase, it provides options to look at the sentiment focus on keywords, or the whole sentences. In this 

Apple dataset, some tweets are general positive, however, consumers expressed negative attitude toward Apple. By 

using Naive algorithm, we cannot analyze these tweets accurately. 

○ This algorithm is also very limited in analyzing the emotions (happy, worry, etc.) carried by sentences. 

● I put a few graphs of data visualization in the report. But I’m also looking for better ways to create pretty charts which also 

display data more effectively and accurately. 

● I have plenty of room to improve this program! Similar to Andy, I think I could try different classification algorithms. 



Appendix
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Data Source: Aggregate social data collected from the Twitter (excluding RTs) via NetBase, April 11th, 

2017.

Reference: 

● Andy Bromberg:  http://andybromberg.com/sentiment-analysis/

● Tidy Text Mining: http://tidytextmining.com/sentiment.html

● Our Toronto Life: Describe the iPhone 5 in ONE word

● Julian Hillebrand: Create Twitter Sentiment Word Cloud in R

● Veera Raghava Reddy: Sentiment Analysis Using R Language

● Bing: https://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html

● AFINN: http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdb/views/publication_details.php

● Luc Gendrot: Sentiment Analysis in R
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